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Payment Terms 

For HackettGroup of Companies: 

Maguire Enterprises, Inc. and Apcor, Inc. 

Maguire Enterprises Inc. is a manufacturer of medical cable solutions. In the course of custom 
designing and manufacturing ways to interconnect over 200 different types of medical devices, we 
have successfully developed more than 900 unique cable models; and that's just over the past 10 
years! It is important to note that most of these cable models sold less than 50 units each, yet we 
continue to develop these needed healthcare technology solutions in order to meet industry 
needs. I know of no other manufacturer that invests the engineering and compliance 
expense in developing this many proprietary products. Our commitment to improving the 
effective use of medical devices is evident in our permanency and outstanding reputation in the 
industry. 

For over 50 years the company has developed these vital products for usage at over 2000 
hospitals across the USA. Our customers with good credit receive Net 30 day terms. When an 
order exceeds the customer's allotted credit limit, a 50% deposit is required ahead of production and 
shipping. 

In the event that a facility is unable to pay invoices within 30 days, they can still receive our 
unique products. Simply contact us to request a Proforma Invoice, submitting payment by 
check or electronically through an ACH network. With the payment received in advance, the 
order can be processed and shipped. 

Why are we firm on these terms? 
• We pay our employees a more than fair wage for their outstanding job at meeting your every 

need.
• We inventory your needs so we can deliver advice and product when you need it.
• If it's a custom product you require/ frequently it is available the next day.
• Our business model is one which pays its suppliers according to the terms they dictate. It's the 

right thing to do and as your vendor, the reciprocal is equally expected.

Best Regards, 

President & CEO 

As the sofe owner and President of the Hackettgroup of Companies (Maguire Enterprises, Inc. and 
Apcor, Inc.) I value your business and appreciate your compliance with these stated payment terms. 




